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Introduction
 
About this Report

This report details the outcome of a visual survey of the property detailed above to check the
quality of workmanship against applicable standards. It covers both the interior and the exterior
of the property as well as garden, driveway and garage if applicable. Areas not inspected, for
whatever reason, will be indicated in the report. The Findings of this report were correct at the
time of the inspection; the inspection is a based on a visual inspection of the property. The report
contains only defects throughout the property.

Limitations of inspection

We have restricted our examination to those parts of the roof, walls and floors of the building
that were accessible, exposed or uncovered at the time of inspection. Thus, we have not
opened up any concealed surfaces by removing plaster; timber panelling, removing furniture or
raising fixed carpets or floor coverings. We are, therefore, unable to report that any unexposed
or inaccessible parts of the property are free from defect. Furthermore this report does not
address the structural condition, nor did it allow an intrusive survey of construction detailing to
unexposed areas of the property.

The efficiency, compliance with regulations and adequacy of design of services can only be
assessed by tests conducted by suitably qualified specialists. Therefore, we have only given an
informal opinion when we could find accessible evidence of any defect.

All external features were viewed from vantage points at ground level only and therefore, we
are unable to report on the condition of element that cannot be clearly viewed without any aid
from ground level.

We have not recommended any remedial works to rectify the defects identified, as a
competent building contractor should be able to carry out these works based on the
information contained within this report. Defects, which are deemed to be accepted as part of 

The natural drying out or settlement process for new build properties (shrinkage cracking), have
not been included in this defect report. However, where these defects have occurred the
obligated party should rectify them.

Summary

The subject property was not occupied at the time of our inspection. 

As at the time of our inspection, there were electricity, gas and water connections, but it could
not be confirmed if telephone and the FM/TV/Satellite connections were operational.

In its current state, the subject property appears habitable and the majority of the defects
identified are cosmetic as they relate to the finishing/decoration of surfaces and minor joinery,
plumbing and electrical works. Their remedy is nonetheless essential. 

We would recommend that these defects be addressed as soon as possible and that the
developer advises homebuyer as soon as possible when the remaining defects will be rectified.
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1: Inspection Details

1.1 Summary

1.1.1 Completion

Date

1st November 2021

1.1.2 Developer/

Builder

St George, Berkerly

1.1.3 Outdoor Space Large terrace area and external

storage cupboard

1.1.4 Plot Number Apartment 350

1.1.5 Property Type 3 bed, 3 bath penthouse

apartment

1.1.6 Smoke and/or

CO Detectors

Present?

Smoke alarm - Entrance hallway,

utility cupboard, bedroom 1,

bedroom 2, bedroom 3, kitchen

and lounge

Carbon monoxide - N/A

1.1.7 Warranty 2 year developer warranty, 10

year NHBC Warranty

2: Entrance Hallway

2.1 Details

2.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Chips to inside of frames. 

Draft coming through letter box. 

Marks to wall at waste height. 

Paint mark to front of door at chest level. 

Scratching visible to inside of door frame. 

Scuff marks and scratching visible to floor inside front

door. 

Sealant missing to front door architraves. 

Sealant missing to inside edge of door frame. 

Sealant to area above letterbox. 
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2.1.1 Chips to inside of
frames. 

2.1.1 Chips to inside of
frames. 

2.1.1 Chips to inside of
frames. 

2.1.1 Chips to inside of
frames. 

2.1.1 Draft coming
through letter box. 

2.1.1 Marks to wall at
waste height. 

2.1.1 Marks to wall at
waste height. 

2.1.1 Marks to wall at
waste height. 

2.1.1 Paint mark to front of
door at chest level. 
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2.1.1 Scratching visible to
inside of door frame. 

2.1.1 Scratching visible to
inside of door frame. 

2.1.1 Scratching visible to
inside of door frame. 

2.1.1 Scratching visible to
inside of door frame. 

2.1.1 Scratching visible to
inside of door frame. 

2.1.1 Scuff marks and
scratching visible to floor
inside front door. 

2.1.1 Scuff marks and
scratching visible to floor
inside front door. 

2.1.1 Scuff marks and
scratching visible to floor
inside front door. 

2.1.1 Scuff marks and
scratching visible to floor
inside front door. 
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2.1.1 Scuff marks and
scratching visible to floor
inside front door. 

2.1.1 Scuff marks and
scratching visible to floor
inside front door. 

2.1.1 Scuff marks and
scratching visible to floor
inside front door. 

2.1.1 Sealant missing to
front door architraves. 

2.1.1 Sealant missing to
front door architraves. 

2.1.1 Sealant missing to inside edge of door
frame. 

2.1.1 Sealant to area
above letterbox. 

3: Utility cupboard

3.1 Details

3.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Gap to trunking to lower left side. 

Paint marks to extractor vent. 
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3.1.1 Gap to trunking to
lower left side. 

3.1.1 Paint marks to
extractor vent. 

4: Storage cupboard

4.1 Details

4.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

3 indentation marks below right side door. 

Adhesive residue to floor below right door. 

Gaps top top edges of shelf. 

4.1.1 3 indentation marks
below right side door. 

4.1.1 Adhesive residue to
floor below right door. 

4.1.1 Adhesive residue to
floor below right door. 

4.1.1 Gaps top top edges
of shelf. 

4.1.1 Gaps top top edges
of shelf. 
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5: Lounge

5.1 Details

5.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Chip to corner of wall adjacent to breakfast bar. 

Chips to top left corner of terrace door. 

Far left window locking mechanism does not work. 

Indentations to top side of door frame. 

Poor paintwork to surrounding area of extractor vent. 

Poor sealing to right side of television socket. 

Repair paint marks visible to area above sockets. 

Scratch mark to centre of floor. 

Scratching visible to top of terrace door handle. 

Skirting boards not sealed to where meeting window

frames. 

5.1.1 Chip to corner of
wall adjacent to breakfast
bar. 

5.1.1 Chips to top left
corner of terrace door. 

5.1.1 Far left window
locking mechanism does
not work. 

5.1.1 Indentations to top
side of door frame. 

5.1.1 Poor paintwork to
surrounding area of
extractor vent. 

5.1.1 Poor paintwork to
surrounding area of
extractor vent. 
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5.1.1 Poor paintwork to
surrounding area of
extractor vent. 

5.1.1 Poor sealing to right
side of television socket. 

5.1.1 Repair paint marks
visible to area above
sockets. 

5.1.1 Scratch mark to
centre of floor. 

5.1.1 Scratch mark to
centre of floor. 

5.1.1 Scratch mark to
centre of floor. 

5.1.1 Scratch mark to
centre of floor. 

5.1.1 Scratch mark to
centre of floor. 

5.1.1 Scratching visible to
top of terrace door
handle. 
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5.1.1 Skirting boards not
sealed to where meeting
window frames. 

5.1.1 Skirting boards not
sealed to where meeting
window frames. 

5.1.1 Skirting boards not sealed to where
meeting window frames. 

5.1.1 Skirting boards not
sealed to where meeting
window frames. 

5.1.1 Skirting boards not
sealed to where meeting
window frames. 

5.1.1 Skirting boards not
sealed to where meeting
window frames. 
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6: Kitchen

6.1 Details

6.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Adhesive residue visible to left side of unit next to

oven. 

Chip to inside of dishwasher unit door. 

Chips to second drawer door left side. 

Large scratches to hob surface. 

Missing plastic door stop to unit to right of oven. 

Overtightened screw causing dent to top left corner

of wine cooler. 

Paint splatter to top right corner of unit around grill. 

Scuff mark to bottom edge of unit door next to wine

cooler. 

Sealant residue to splash back behind hob. 

Worktop not sealed to unit on back edge of breakfast

bar. 

6.1.1 Adhesive residue
visible to left side of unit
next to oven. 

6.1.1 Chip to inside of
dishwasher unit door. 

6.1.1 Chips to second
drawer door left side. 

6.1.1 Large scratches to
hob surface. 

6.1.1 Large scratches to
hob surface. 

6.1.1 Large scratches to
hob surface. 
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6.1.1 Large scratches to
hob surface. 

6.1.1 Missing plastic door
stop to unit to right of
oven. 

6.1.1 Overtightened screw
causing dent to top left
corner of wine cooler. 

6.1.1 Paint splatter to top
right corner of unit around
grill. 

6.1.1 Scuff mark to bottom
edge of unit door next to
wine cooler. 

6.1.1 Sealant residue to
splash back behind hob. 

6.1.1 Sealant residue to
splash back behind hob. 

6.1.1 Sealant residue to
splash back behind hob. 

6.1.1 Worktop not sealed
to unit on back edge of
breakfast bar. 
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6.1.1 Worktop not sealed
to unit on back edge of
breakfast bar. 

7: Bathroom

7.1 Details

7.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Basin not fitted square to unit. 

Extractor fan cover fitted to an angle. 

Grinding sound to riser bar. 

Large scratch to underside of medicine cabinet. 

Loose face plate to shaver socket. 

Misdirection of showerhead nozzles. 

Numerous nozzles not firing. 

Pipe cover loose to underside of basin. 

Poor paintwork to underside of medicine cabinet. 

Poorly applied sealant behind right side spot light. 

Poorly applied sealant to area above medicine

cabinet. 

Poorly cut tiling to back right corner above bath. 

Poorly fitted light fitting to middle of ceiling. 

Potential for ingress of water behind shower and bath

dials where tiles have been cut short and gap has

opened. 

Switches pushed in and not sitting flush. 

Tap spits and crackles slightly when turned on full

power. 

Toilet roll holder fitted on an angle. 

Uneven gaps to bath panelling. 
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7.1.1 Basin not fitted
square to unit. 

7.1.1 Extractor fan cover
fitted to an angle. 

7.1.1 Grinding sound to
riser bar. 

7.1.1 Large scratch to
underside of medicine
cabinet. 

7.1.1 Loose face plate to
shaver socket. 

7.1.1 Misdirection of
showerhead nozzles. 

7.1.1 Numerous nozzles not
firing. 

7.1.1 Pipe cover loose to
underside of basin. 

7.1.1 Poor paintwork to
underside of medicine
cabinet. 
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7.1.1 Poorly applied
sealant behind right side
spot light. 

7.1.1 Poorly applied
sealant to area above
medicine cabinet. 

7.1.1 Poorly cut tiling to
back right corner above
bath. 

7.1.1 Poorly fitted light
fitting to middle of ceiling. 

7.1.1 Potential for ingress
of water behind shower
and bath dials where tiles
have been cut short and
gap has opened. 

7.1.1 Potential for ingress
of water behind shower
and bath dials where tiles
have been cut short and
gap has opened. 

7.1.1 Switches pushed in
and not sitting flush. 

7.1.1 Tap spits and
crackles slightly when
turned on full power. 

7.1.1 Toilet roll holder fitted
on an angle. 
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7.1.1 Uneven gaps to bath
panelling. 

7.1.1 Uneven gaps to bath
panelling. 

8: Bedroom 1

8.1 Details

8.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Black scuff to upper right edge of window frame. 

Chip to edge of top shelf to far right side wardrobe. 

Chip to edge of window frame where fitting cross. 

Chips and scuffs to window frame behind lever

handle. 

Door lever handle does not catch on architrave

bracket. 

Light paint marks around edge of switch. 

Mark to upper section of inside right single wardrobe

door. 

Paint marks to light fitting above entrance. 

Paint marks to upper left window pane. 

Paint splatters to inside of lever handle. 

Sealant stuck to middle right side window pane. 

Sealant to front of vented socket. 

Socket face has moved away from socket fitting,

small gaps revealed. 

Socket next to entrance of en Suite has been sealed

poorly, small gap visible. 

Soft close to middle wardrobe door is not functioning. 

Sticker to back panel of bottom drawer inside

wardrobe. 

White stain to shelf inside far right side wardrobe. 

White stains to top of far right side wardrobe shelf. 
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8.1.1 Black scuff to upper right edge of window
frame. 

8.1.1 Chip to edge of top
shelf to far right side
wardrobe. 

8.1.1 Chip to edge of
window frame where
fitting cross. 

8.1.1 Chip to edge of
window frame where
fitting cross. 

8.1.1 Chips and scuffs to window frame behind
lever handle. 

8.1.1 Chips and scuffs to window frame behind
lever handle. 
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8.1.1 Door lever handle
does not catch on
architrave bracket. 

8.1.1 Light paint marks
around edge of switch. 

8.1.1 Light paint marks
around edge of switch. 

8.1.1 Light paint marks
around edge of switch. 

8.1.1 Mark to upper
section of inside right
single wardrobe door. 

8.1.1 Paint marks to light
fitting above entrance. 

8.1.1 Paint marks to upper
left window pane. 

8.1.1 Paint marks to upper
left window pane. 

8.1.1 Paint splatters to
inside of lever handle. 
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8.1.1 Sealant stuck to
middle right side window
pane. 

8.1.1 Sealant to front of vented socket. 

8.1.1 Socket face has moved away from socket
fitting, small gaps revealed. 

8.1.1 Socket next to
entrance of en Suite has
been sealed poorly, small
gap visible. 

8.1.1 Soft close to middle
wardrobe door is not
functioning. 

8.1.1 Sticker to back panel of bottom drawer
inside wardrobe. 
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8.1.1 White stain to shelf
inside far right side
wardrobe. 

8.1.1 White stain to shelf inside far right side
wardrobe. 

8.1.1 White stain to shelf
inside far right side
wardrobe. 

8.1.1 White stains to top of far right side
wardrobe shelf. 

9: En-Suite

9.1 Details
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9.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Chip to black tap finish. 

Chips to door frame around mechanism. 

Different shade of grout to tiling below radiator. 

Extractor hood not sealed correctly. 

Glue residue to right side of basin. 

Indentations to lower section of door. 

Paint next to flush mechanism. 

Paint to bottom left corner of door. 

Paint to outside of handle. 

Paint to top right corner of wooden surround. 

Pipe cover to under basin loose and not fitted to wall. 

Repair to tile to bottom of door frame. 

Residue drips to black towel rail. 

Scratching to tiles above shower enclosure. 

Scratching to white light fitting. 

Screw has pushed through frame. 

Sealant across multiple areas of sealant . 

Toilet roll holder slightly loose. 

Yellow stain to mid section to door. 

9.1.1 Chip to black tap
finish. 

9.1.1 Chips to door frame
around mechanism. 

9.1.1 Different shade of
grout to tiling below
radiator. 

9.1.1 Extractor hood not
sealed correctly. 

9.1.1 Glue residue to right side of basin. 
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9.1.1 Indentations to lower
section of door. 

9.1.1 Indentations to lower
section of door. 

9.1.1 Paint next to flush
mechanism. 

9.1.1 Paint to bottom left
corner of door. 

9.1.1 Paint to outside of
handle. 

9.1.1 Paint to top right
corner of wooden
surround. 

9.1.1 Pipe cover to under
basin loose and not fitted
to wall. 

9.1.1 Repair to tile to
bottom of door frame. 

9.1.1 Residue drips to
black towel rail. 
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9.1.1 Residue drips to
black towel rail. 

9.1.1 Residue drips to
black towel rail. 

9.1.1 Scratching to tiles
above shower enclosure. 

9.1.1 Scratching to white
light fitting. 

9.1.1 Screw has pushed
through frame. 

9.1.1 Sealant across
multiple areas of sealant . 

9.1.1 Sealant across
multiple areas of sealant . 

9.1.1 Sealant across
multiple areas of sealant . 

9.1.1 Sealant across
multiple areas of sealant . 
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9.1.1 Toilet roll holder
slightly loose. 

9.1.1 Yellow stain to mid
section to door. 

10: Bedroom 2

10.1 Details

10.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Discolouration in between sockets. 

Mastic residue to back of door. 

No sealant to inside edge of frame. 

No sealant to skirting closest to window. 

Paint buildup around extractor vent. 

Paint drip mark to edge of door. 

Paint mark to front of door below lever handle. 

Right side socket to socket to left of window is stiff

when plug inserted. 

Screw pushing through skirting. 

Scuff mark to ceiling above window. 

Scuff to skirting to bottom right side of window. 

Staining to underside of ledge top top ledge. 

10.1.1 Discolouration in
between sockets. 

10.1.1 Discolouration in
between sockets. 

10.1.1 Mastic residue to
back of door. 
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10.1.1 Mastic residue to
back of door. 

10.1.1 No sealant to inside edge of frame. 

10.1.1 No sealant to
skirting closest to window. 

10.1.1 Paint buildup
around extractor vent. 

10.1.1 Paint buildup
around extractor vent. 

10.1.1 Paint drip mark to
edge of door. 

10.1.1 Paint mark to front
of door below lever
handle. 

10.1.1 Right side socket to
socket to left of window is
stiff when plug inserted. 
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10.1.1 Screw pushing
through skirting. 

10.1.1 Scuff mark to ceiling
above window. 

10.1.1 Scuff to skirting to
bottom right side of
window. 

10.1.1 Staining to underside of ledge top top
ledge. 

10.1.1 Staining to underside of ledge top top
ledge. 

11: Bedroom 3

11.1 Details
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11.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Beading to top left of wardrobe showing a gap. 

Chip to paintwork of skirting in back corner of

wardrobe. 

Chip to paintwork to bottom back right corner of

inside of wardrobe. 

Chips to paintwork to fresh hold of wardrobe. 

Chips to right side of handles on wardrobe. 

Closing mechanism to left side wardrobe door not

fully closing door automatically. 

Dirt and smearing to front of wardrobe door. 

Dirt and smearing to inside of wardrobe door. 

Gap to bottom right corner of socket. 

Gap to left side of electric socket. 

Gap to right side of left side telephone socket. 

Gaps to side of telephone socket. 

No sealant to end of skirting near window. 

Paint splashing to top left corner of wardrobe. 

Poor paintwork around light fitting closest to window. 

Poor paintwork to back of wardrobe. 

Poor paintwork to right side of telephone socket. 

Poor paintwork to skirting inside wardrobe. 

Poorly fitted and gaps to sprinkler covers. 

Poorly fitted sprinkler cover. 

Right side wardrobe door self closing mechanism not

closing fully. 

Scuff to mid level of wall opposite en Suite entrance. 

Staining to threshold of inside of wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Beading to top left
of wardrobe showing a
gap. 

11.1.1 Chip to paintwork
of skirting in back corner
of wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Chip to paintwork
to bottom back right
corner of inside of
wardrobe. 
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11.1.1 Chips to paintwork
to fresh hold of wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Chips to right side of
handles on wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Closing mechanism
to left side wardrobe door
not fully closing door
automatically. 

11.1.1 Closing mechanism
to left side wardrobe door
not fully closing door
automatically. 

11.1.1 Dirt and smearing to
front of wardrobe door. 

11.1.1 Dirt and smearing to
inside of wardrobe door. 

11.1.1 Gap to bottom right
corner of socket. 

11.1.1 Gap to left side of
electric socket. 

11.1.1 Gap to right side of
left side telephone socket.
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11.1.1 Gaps to side of
telephone socket. 

11.1.1 No sealant to end
of skirting near window. 

11.1.1 No sealant to end
of skirting near window. 

11.1.1 Paint splashing to
top left corner of
wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Poor paintwork
around light fitting closest
to window. 

11.1.1 Poor paintwork to
back of wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Poor paintwork to
right side of telephone
socket. 

11.1.1 Poor paintwork to
skirting inside wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Poorly fitted and
gaps to sprinkler covers. 
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11.1.1 Poorly fitted sprinkler
cover. 

11.1.1 Right side wardrobe
door self closing
mechanism not closing
fully. 

11.1.1 Right side wardrobe
door self closing
mechanism not closing
fully. 

11.1.1 Scuff to mid level of
wall opposite en Suite
entrance. 

11.1.1 Staining to threshold
of inside of wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Staining to threshold
of inside of wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Staining to threshold
of inside of wardrobe. 

11.1.1 Staining to threshold
of inside of wardrobe. 
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12: En-suite

12.1 Details

12.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Both switches have been pushed in on right side. 

Excess sealant to medicine cabinet shelves. 

Excess sealant to top edges of basin. 

Excess sealant to underside of basin. 

Numerous nozzles to far right edge of shower head

not firing. 

Paint marks to bottom corner of shower tray and

surrounding tiles. 

Paint marks to switches . 

Paint splash to shower head. 

Paint splashing to riser bar. 

Paint to light fitting on right side above shower

cubicle. 

Paint visible to flexible shower head. 

Paint visible to light fitting. 

Paint visible to middle of shower tray. 

Pipe cover loose and away from wall. 

Poorly fitted light fitting. 

Pop up waste to basin broken. 

Scratch to shower panel at chest level. 

Shaver socket face plate loose. 

Thickening to sealant above medicine cabinet. 

Toilet roll holder fitted on an angle. 

12.1.1 Both switches have
been pushed in on right
side. 

12.1.1 Excess sealant to
medicine cabinet shelves.

12.1.1 Excess sealant to
top edges of basin. 
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12.1.1 Excess sealant to
underside of basin. 

12.1.1 Numerous nozzles to
far right edge of shower
head not firing. 

12.1.1 Paint marks to
bottom corner of shower
tray and surrounding tiles. 

12.1.1 Paint marks to
bottom corner of shower
tray and surrounding tiles. 

12.1.1 Paint marks to
bottom corner of shower
tray and surrounding tiles. 

12.1.1 Paint marks to
bottom corner of shower
tray and surrounding tiles. 

12.1.1 Paint marks to
switches . 

12.1.1 Paint splash to
shower head. 

12.1.1 Paint splashing to
riser bar. 
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12.1.1 Paint to light fitting
on right side above
shower cubicle. 

12.1.1 Paint visible to
flexible shower head. 

12.1.1 Paint visible to light
fitting. 

12.1.1 Paint visible to
middle of shower tray. 

12.1.1 Pipe cover loose
and away from wall. 

12.1.1 Poorly fitted light
fitting. 

12.1.1 Pop up waste to
basin broken. 

12.1.1 Scratch to shower
panel at chest level. 

12.1.1 Shaver socket face
plate loose. 
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12.1.1 Thickening to
sealant above medicine
cabinet. 

12.1.1 Toilet roll holder
fitted on an angle. 

12.1.1 Toilet roll holder
fitted on an angle. 

13: Terrace

13.1 Details

13.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

Chip to corner of tile. 

Chip to tile. 

Chip to tile. 

Discoloured tiles to areas. 

Rattle to decking board first panel second from right. 

Scratching to metal skirting next to door. 

Uneven spacing between exterior floor lighting. 

Uneven spacing between glass panelling around

perimeter. 

13.1.1 Chip to corner of
tile. 

13.1.1 Chip to tile. 13.1.1 Chip to tile. 
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13.1.1 Discoloured tiles to
areas. 

13.1.1 Discoloured tiles to
areas. 

13.1.1 Discoloured tiles to
areas. 

13.1.1 Discoloured tiles to
areas. 

13.1.1 Rattle to decking
board first panel second
from right. 

13.1.1 Scratching to metal
skirting next to door. 

13.1.1 Uneven spacing
between exterior floor
lighting. 

13.1.1 Uneven spacing
between exterior floor
lighting. 

13.1.1 Uneven spacing
between glass panelling
around perimeter. 
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13.1.1 Uneven spacing
between glass panelling
around perimeter. 

13.1.1 Uneven spacing
between glass panelling
around perimeter. 

13.1.1 Uneven spacing
between glass panelling
around perimeter. 

13.1.1 Uneven spacing
between glass panelling
around perimeter. 

14: External storage cupboard

14.1 Details

14.1.1 General

Overview

In good working order, unless

otherwise stated

UNABLE TO GAIN ACCESS AND

UNABLE TO LOCATE KEYS TO

GRANT ACCESS
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Declarations
Assessor Declarations
I confirm that this report reflects my assessment of the property.

Assessor Name: Christian Ciraolo

Assessor Email: info@intentsnagging.com

Assessor Signature:


